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HELSINKI & BELGRADE: PART I

This article is the first ofa

series of articles STUDENT
will publish on the Belgrade
Conference. This month we
present a basic introduction

to the issues being discuss-

ed.

On August 1, 1975. 35 Euro-

pean countries including Canada

and the United States met in

Helsinki to sign a document that

emerged only after two years of

deliberations. The document con-

tained a statement of principles

which all signatory States agreed to

implement in their relations with

other states and is known as the

Final Act ol the Conlerence on

Security and Co-operation In Eu-

rope.

In numerous articles written in

the North American press in 1975

on the topic of the Final Act (which

was still to be signed in Helsinki),

the view was taken that the West

had betrayed the Eastern European

countries and was partner to a sell-

out for detente. One paper carried

the following view of Helsinki which

was echoed by many others:

"Prime Minister Trudeau is off to

Finland for the sugar-spun
diplomatic carnival opening
tomorrow in Helsinki ... Canada will

be participating with the U.S.,

Soviet Russia and 32 European

I .S.\s Arthur Goldberg (left) meets the U.S.S.R.'s Yuli Vorontsov
at Belgrade's Sava Center

states In celebrations of the biggest

Soviet diplomatic triumph in a

generation..." In another story, we
read: "Russia has got what it mainly

wanted: international confirmation

of its empire in Eastern Europe,

whose frontiers are now declared to

be 'inviolable'. The West has got

little or nothing in return except

vague promises of greater freedom
of movement and information

between East and West."

Some other headlines that were

visible just before the conference

include: "Helsinki buried"; "Sanc-

tifying Soviet Tyranny"; "What price

freedom?"; etc. The only valid

argument to be found in these

articles concerns the fact that the

Helsinki agreement was drafted in

such a way as to allow for greatly

differing interpretations. This

means that both super powers
could use the Helsinki Final Act to

further their own aims contrary to

the spirit of the Act. The idea that

the Helsinki Final Act had been one-

sided in favour of the USSR un-

derestimated the American
Secretary of State and the 'long-run

nature of his foreign policy'. As
some journalists have pointed out,

the Soviet Union, dependent on the
USA for the supply of necessary
goods and finance had to agree to

accept all aspects of the Helsinki
accords:

"The Helsinki agreement
provided a diplomatic cover
for the provision of Western
technology and consumer
goods, with appropriate

loans, in return for con-
cessions which were and are

political. This involves
respecting the US sphere of

influence by checking any
local communist parties who
might have designs on
power."

President Carter's recent letter

to Andrei Sakharov is portrayed as a
riorin ahniit thp Sov'et

Government's continued violation

of human rights. Hewrites: "Human
rights Is a central concern of my
administration ... You may rest

assured that the American people

and our government will continue

our commitment to promote

respect for human rights not only in

our own country but also abroad."

To understand the United States'

position on the violation of human
rights in the Soviet Union, we must

not forget that the American ruling

class has no interest whatever in

promdting socialist democracy in

the USSR. This goes hand in hand

with the need on the part of

American firms to insure their

monopoly in Europe. The United

States has no desire to lose markets

there due to increased Soviet com-
petition.

Some political analysts believe

that the continued US-USSR con-

frontation on the issue of human
rights and the free exchange of

people and information i.e.,

emphasis of Basket 111, will cause
the review meeting at Belgrade

{which began in October, 1977, and

will continue until Feb.. 1978) to end

in a mud slinging match and thus

rendering the Final Act useless.

However, there is evidence to

suggest that previous U.S. attacks

on the Soviet Union were only a

masquerade and that now the U.S.

can expect an actual relaxation of

tensions in Europe and a decrease

of arms build up in that area. If this

should prove to be the case, it could

he said that the U.S. has won a

major political victory and will have

little need to continue its human
rights crusade. An agreement to

prevent the arms race from es-

calating to giant proportions isafter

all a victory for everyone. The
governments of all countries, even

the US and the USSR feel the

financial burden of continued

accelerated build up of highly

sophisticated equipment in Europe.

The whole question of U.S. support

of dissidents must be seen in light of

U.S. foreign policy considerations.

(BELGRADE continued

on page 10)

STUDENTS CHALLENGE
BRITISH NUS STEPS UP ACTION BREZHNEV
National Union of Students (Bri-

tain) president Sue Slipman has
written to Soviet leader Leonid
Brezhnev, demanding action in the

case of NUS member Andrii
Klymchuk. Below is her letter.

Dear Mr. Brezhnev,
A member of the National

Union of Students in the United
Kingdom was arrested in the

Ukraine in August.
Mr. Andrij Klymchuk has now

been held beyond the two-month
period of arrest after which, under
the Soviet constitution, charges
must be made.

No charges have yet been made

public; nor has the date of the trial

been set.

NUS has already written to the

Soviet Ambassador in London and

the Student Council of the Soviet

Union putting forward our demand
that the date of the trial be set, that

charges be made, that the trial be an

open one and that Mr. Klymchuk be
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AND MORE!

represented by a counsel of his own
choice.

I am writing to you as president

of the Supreme Soviet to demand
that either charges against Andrij

are dropped now, or our earlier

demands met.

At present there are large

doubts in the minds of British

students over th<=t practice of the

Soviet authorities in relation to

those Soviet citizens who wish to

express views which differ from

orthodoxy
If a member of our organisation

is not accorded democratic rights,

this will confirm for British students

that both Soviet democracy and

Soviet legality are being under-

mined.

In this instance, it appears that

the Soviet constitution is not being

implemented and that Soviet justice

leaves much to be desired.

Our 800.000 members are ex-

tremely anxious to hear your

answers to the questions posed in

this letter and are waiting for a reply.

On behalf of NUS.
Sue Slipman.

NOTE: At press time we were

inlormed that the Soviets have

informed the British embassy that

they will expel Klymchuk from the

country without charging him with

anti-Soviet activity and currency

smuggling. More on this next

month.

S\ie Slipman Leonid Brezhnev
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LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

The reaction of the Ukrainian

press in Canada to the 12th Con-

gress of the Ukrainian Canadian

Committee (held in Winnipeg, Oc-

tober 7-10, 1977) has been rather

varied. Some accounts have been

critical, others sycophantic; some
have been interesting, others bor-

ing. The coverage given by ZHYT-

TIA I SLOVO (Life and Word), the

organ of the Association of United

Ukrainian Canadians (AUUC), is

especially deserving of comment.
ZHYTTIA I SLOVO has been

publishing a series of articles in

which various aspects of the Con-

gress are explored. Of particular

interest is the article "Zasudzhenyi

Na Smitnyk Istorii" (December 19,

1977) which uses SUSK's role in the

Congress and the coverage of the

Congress given in the November
issue of STUDENT as the focal

points of an attack on the Ukrainian

Canadian Committee (KYK), the

AUUC's "competition' in Canada.

The author of the article can barely

restrain his glee.

ZHYTTIA SLOVO and the

AUUC have little cause to rejoice

over KYK's problems when their

own state of affairs is not much
better off. The membership list of

the AUUC resembles a mailing list

for Geritol advertisements since

they have found their youth, dis-

illusioned by the decrepit 'Stalinist'

policies of their elders, even harder

to retain than have constituent

members of KYK. Furthermore, it is

hypocritical for ZHYTTIA I SLOVO
to use the action to democratise

KYK as a tool in its vendetta with

KYK when in virtually every issue

they devote copious amounts of ink

and paper to slavish praise of the

Soviet regime, which violates

almost every human right and civil

liberty possible. While we welcome
allies in the movement for KYK's

reform, the solidarity should be on a
principled basis. ZHYTTIA I

SLOVO's is not.

At least the discussion of KYK's

ills is allowed to surface and even

finds its way into the pages of the

Ukrainian press. No such parallels

can be found in the AUUC where
dissenting opinions, particularly on
the situation in the Ukraine, are

frowned upon and information

detrimental to its interests (es-

pecially as the Soviets' mouthpiece

in the Ukrainian Canadian com-
munity) suppressed.

Perhaps the best example of

this is the Communist Party of

Canada's (CPC) report on its in-

vestigations in the Ukraine, which

was released by the Central Ex-

ecutive Committee of the CPC in its

bulletin VIEWPOINT in January,

1968. The investigating commis-
sion urged that its report "be made
public through meetings, press,

articles, interviews." Little effort

was made in this direction by the

AUUC.
And it is no wonder. The report

was a frank admission of violation in

the Soviet Ukraine of even elemen-

tary democratic rights and the gross

violation of Soviet legality. Bran-

ding as "bourgeois nationalism"

demands for greater use of the

Ukrainian language in public in-

stitutions in the Ukrainian SSR was
cited as being a carryover from the

Stalin era. Great Russian
chauvinism was identified in the

Soviet Government's downgrading
of the Ukrainian language and
culture and in the widespread
arrests of Ukrainian intellectuals.

The report caused a large decline in

the Ukrainian sectors of the CPC.

Yet today, in its recent issues,

ZHYTTIA I SLOVO pompously
celebrates the 60th anniversary of

the "Great October" and the es-

tablishment of the Soviet Ukraine

and praises the contemporary

regime for its 'tremendous'

achievements. But explain, ZHYT-
TIA I SLOVO, why after sixty years

of 'socialism' Great Russian
chauvinism continues to exist in the

Soviet Ukraine and why the rights of

the Ukrainian nation, supposedly a

free associate member of the USSR,
are everywhere violated.

The AUUC Is by far not as

harmonious as ZHYTTIA I SLOVO
paints it and strong divisions do
exist. Many of the rank and file, and

even some of the leadership, are

genuinely concerned over
Russification and the lack of

democratic rights in the Soviet

Ukraine today. Yet none of this is

reflected in the activities of the

organization's hierarchy nor in the

pages of ZHYTTIA I SLOVO. ZHYT-
TIA I SLOVO should take note that

the 'dustbin of history' is an in-

dustrial model, large enough to

accomodate more than one
organization.

The campaign to democratise

KYK is one which should be of

concern to each member of its

constituent organizations. ZHYT-
TIA I SLOVO should first of all clean

its own organization's closet before

joyfully rummaging through
another's. And even then, the

criticism should be on a principled

basis, not out of raving oppor-

tunism.

If you want to play the game,
ZHYTTIA I SLOVO, where is your

ante?

N M.
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STUDENT INTERVIEW
David Lupul

MULTICULTURALISM'S HIS BUSINESS
INTERVIEW WITH NORMAN CAFIK, MINISTER OF STATE

FOR MULTICULTURALISM

A new minister was appointed in September 1977 to

assume responsibility for the ott-neglected portfolio of

multiculturalism. Norman Cafik has since emerged as a visible

and often, contentious figure within the Cabinet. He has made

several speeches which have bean highly critical of the Soviet

Government's treatment of political dissidents within the

Soviet Union and has indicated that he intends to give the

multicultural policy a more substantial impact on government

policy in general. The minister was interviewed recently by

David Lupul, SUSKs Vice-President Responsible for Mul-

ticulturalism, as an exclusive for STUDENT. Below is Part One

of the interview. The second part will be printed in the

February issue of STUDENT.

STUDENT: You came to the multicultural post at a time when

there were serious concerns being expressed by many

ethnocultural communities as to the permanence and depth of

the federal government's commitment to the concept of

multiculturalism. What indications can you give that the

multicultural policy will be placed on a more permanent basis?

CAFIK: Well, it always has been permanent but I think that

there has been a perception that it has been a bit of a token

effort on behalf of the ethnocultural communities of Canada. I

view my appointment as being a reaffirmation of the

permanence of the approach which I'm very much committed

to myself. I would like to see a legislative base for mul-

ticulturalism in Canada - there's been some talk about

whether it ought to be enshrined in the constitution, there was

some talk about whether it really ought to have been included

. We're nol trying to form a multicultural society; we

are a multicultural society ...

said without much overstating the case that the Ukrainian

culture has survived as long as it has, not In Canada, but in the

world under enormous attack at home and everywhere else,

(because) it is a living, viable thing. Now, nations, and I think

the Soviet Union may well be spending all kinds of money to

eradicate it, but it is not being eradicated.

It seems to me that cultures under attack often survive

better than those that are not under attack. I'm not suggesting

that we ought to attack them but I am trying to illustrate a point

— heritage is so great that it cannot be destroyed very readily

and theretore 1 don't think that we need to have government

policy in the sense of just specifically preserving that culture.

We want to have conditions where it can thrive and grow on its

own without having adverse impact where it's healthy, where

it's comfortable and it can expand and group and reform itself

in whatever shape it chooses to take. It doesn't have to be a

frozen, fixed thing — it's a living, breathing thing. And our

policy is not so much, at least in my view, designed for the

preservation of those cultures per se but for the creating of

conditions in society where they will preserve themselves and

they will remain healthy by themselves. And I think that that's

more important — where that they are accepted by other

people, where other people will gain strength from those

diverse cultural backgrounds and we all begin to share in it.

And our policy to a large extent is one of the integration of

cultural groups within our society, not their isolation into

strict, frozen cultural forms but to where we have a society that

is open, free — all of us are tree to retain that which is best in

our background and to build on that to create our own futures.

You know, I would think that every culture that comes into

Canada to some extent, quite naturally and not by policy, it's

going to change, it's going to adjust, it's going to accomodate
and it may well end up being a IHtle different than what it was

back home, but it still is the sameinthesensethatit has drawn

its strength from that root, that origin, from the soil as it were.

And it may take diverse forms, it may evolve in different ways,

but ail living cultures do that. You know, a culture is not like a

photograph that, once taken is fixed forever. If that were true,

when the English had Shakespeare, I suppose because

Shakespeare was so great we should have written nothing but

Shakespearean plays. But that's not the way it is. The English

have managed to change and accomodate and adjust. You
move from the great works of art to the Beatles to a million

other things. It is a living, growing thing.

As for assimilation, I don't view it as a bad thing; I don't

view it as a good thing. I view it as an indifferent choice that

people can take. I would be hopeful that most of us. and I think

the present moment proves this point, that most of us, today,

perhaps more than at any other time in recent years — our
young people, all of our people are beginning to turn tneir eyes

backward like Alex Haley with his book Roots and begin to

look at our origins, take pride in them and try to resurrect them
and to build from them. That's a natural, human thing. We
simply want to create a condition where those who want to

integrate without being assimilated are free in this land of ours

lo do that and all of us will benefit from it.

STUDENT: I accept your premise that cultures change — the

petfect example of this is the culture of the Quebecois which

has changed considerably from that it was in New France.

in the Immigration Act. For instance, there was a lot of

discussion and a lot of interest in the ethnocultural com-

munities in doing that .... My personal view, and I'm now
talking in retrospect (from) when I was a backbencher, (with)

respect to that question — I really didn't care if it was
mentioned in the Act or nol. I thought that it was tokenism lo

have it put in there— it may have made afew people happy, but

I didn't think it had very much meaning and I've felt and I've

expressed it since. The fact that a few words of gesture toward

our multicultural society were not included in that Act were of

tremendous benefit, because it now provides me with a

springboard to give it a much more substantive legislative

base than 1 would have had had thai gesture been accepted.

So, I would like to see a legislative base for the program. I

think that is quite important, which would mean that it would

be enshrined as a permanent fact of Canadian life — a

recognition of our reality. But I've made a distinction and I

think it's an important one— we have institutional bilingualism

in Canada stemming from a lol of historic facts which I think

we all accept, but multiculturalism is not institutional at all and

in that sense it may appear to be a weaker policy. But I think in

a sense it's a firmer and more real policy in the sense that

multiculturalism is a pragmatic policy in that it is based upon

tha realities of the nation by virtue of numbers, by virtue of its

cultural makeup, and its diversity and the mosaic in Canada.

The policy didn't create it — the policy is a reflection of that

reality. And the reality is there whether the policy remains or

not. And in a sense it's more important that way than being

institutionalized.

We're not trying to form a multicultural society; we are a

multicultural society. And this policy recognizes that fact of

life and that fact is going to be here as long as Canada is here,

so it's not on a shaky basis on that account because the reality

is more important than the legislation.

STUDENT: However, aren't there tremendous forces of

assimilation in this society? Many people feel that if the public

institutions do not reflect the recognition of multicultural

factors such as language, religion and culture — then hov

one to preserve it in this kind of society. Won't it just disapF^-"

be melted down?

CAFIK: Okay, well, let my address myself to that. My concept
of culture is that it is real and living— it's not artificial. Cultures

are not retained very well under glass — I don't think that we
can hot-house cultures. Now I think that the Ukrainian culture

is a perfect example of the strength and vibrance of the human
spirit and of their cultural background. I think that it can be

CAFIK: Right.

STUDENT: I think also, taking that example as a point of

departure, that the government has attempted to foster certain

supports for it. Both the provincial government of Quebec and
the federal government to some extent have attempted to

enshrine the concept of a bilingual and, originally, a bicultural

society —

CAFIK: A multicultural one.

STUDENT: Yes, but it was only out of the Bilingualism and
Biculturalism Commission that the multicultural policy

emerged, in which it was recognized that Canada cannot

simply be a bicultural nation. Now we have a Commissioner of

Official Languages who is monitoring the implementation of

the government's policy in this area in the various government
departments. What kind of impact do you think that you, as

minister of multiculturalism, can have on the implementation

of multiculturalism in various departments within the govern-

ment?

CAFIK: The impact, 1 suppose, could be on a number of levels.

Let's talk on the community level. There was a case in point

here this morning. We were talking about advertising of our

program and the advertising was directed toward the ethnic

press of Canada. Now there's no question that the ethnic press

require advertising in order to survive, to a large extent sofrom

that standpoint it's important. But the contents of the ads — I

was saying, okay, what are we trying to do with these ads and

are we really preaching to the converted? The question of

multiculturalism has to be understood by our ethnocultural

communities but even more importantly, they have got to be

understood by the rest of society who don't comprehend it. So,

in a sense, the target group that I'm working with, the ethno-

cultural communities are the very ones who are already

converted to the concept and if we want our ethnocultural

backgrounds to be preserved we have got to create a better

environment for the preservation and mutual awareness on all

sides of the benefits to the whole of society by that being

preserved. And that is done probably with the English and

French groups more than with the ethnocultural ones, so we
have to. a broader understanding of this whole policy by

a'l people in Canada so that all of us will benefit from it. 1 think

inat's important.

Secondly, I have said that multiculturalism is a horizontal

department — it should have a horizontal Impact on all

activities of the federal government. A good example of that

occurred the other day at a meeting in Quebec with the

Federation of Ethnic Communities of Quebec. 1 was speakirfg

to them and someone asked me if I thouaht that wouldn't it be a

good idea of Citizenship and Immigration were brought into

Multiculturalism because it impacted very heavily. And I said,

well, suppose that you want me also to be Minister of External

Affairs becuase the human rights question is of a paramount

concern to a lot of our communities. And you can go on and

on. But if you make me minister of all of those otherthings that

impact on your life, after we get it all put together, then you're

going to say, "But what happened to our Minister of

Multiculturalism? Now he's got too many other things to do."

So I was using that as a springboard to get across a point. That

in terms of external affairs, they impact upon our people a

great deal. In the case of immigration, that policy has a great

deal to do with our ethnocultural communities. The policies on

citizenship— and you can go right across the horizon and you

can see that we touch on them all. So one of the most

important things that I've got to do is to get the right kind of

input from the communities, from the Consultative Council on

Multiculturalism, from the leaders of the ethnic communities

themselves, from all the people affected —to identify the areas

where government activities are maybe not going in the

direction that they would like. And I have to be primarily a

minister who has impact in the cabinet to ensure that those

other areas of activity out of my jurisdiction take into account

the legitimate interests of the people that 1 represent. So that's

as important, if not more fundamental and more important, in

terms of a healthy integration in society, the creating of the

right kind of milieu and condition and environment for the

growth of our cultural communities as the grants themselves

that we would give it, maybe much more important.

STUDENT: I think a prime example of the kind of impact that

multiculturalism has lacked in the past can be seen in terms of

the multilingual broadcasting issue. The mandate of the CBC
expressly states that it should promote national unity and be,

in a sense, an instrument of the national identity. Now, in the

past they have refused to recognize the legitimacy of

broadcasting in languages other than English or French on the

CBC with the exception of the languages of certain native

peoples in the Canadian North. No attempts have been made

to allow for the broadcasting of other languages, even on a

regional basis, where people have shown that they desire such

broadcasting such as Gaelic in the Maritimes and Ukrainian in

Western Canada.

CAFIK: Well, I had lunch with the President of the CBC the

other day. I've had two meetings with him now since I've

become minister and 1 don't think that there is any doubt at all

that our national institutions and even the private sector,

whether it be CTV or Global or whoever— that all of the media

have an obligation, in my view to reflect the Canadian reality to

Canadians. And 1 think that there's been a short fall in that

respect. And it's my intention to meet with them.

But the same thing is true on the educational side with our

educational institutions. This again is part of that global

impact of having a voice, a position and hopefully getting

somebody to do something about it on every level, whether it

be education, communications, the media, the government

policy itself, federal, provincial or municipal. All of that, I think,

is going to help to try to create the condition that is essential to

a healthy environment for Canadians to be able to hang onto

that which they wish to hang onto and flower themselves as

individuals and have a cumulative impact on society. I agree

with that.

I'm working in those areas and they are also terribly

important, more important in many ways than what might be at

the moment considered to be my mandate.

... You know, a culture is not like a photograph that,

once taken is fixed forever ...

STUDENT: How would you reconcile the CBC's policy with

your department's increasing support for the non-official

languages in the form of providing funds for minority

language teaching aids? (e.g. funding for the publication of

teaching materials in the Ukrainian language.)

CAFIK: Well, you're trying to draw me into the language

question and I've said this: no matter how much we like

multiculturalism, we're not going to end up with mul-

tilingualism. You know, we have a bilingual nation. It is

structurally that way, it is constitutionally that way, it is

historically that way and it's going to remain that way. That's

fundamental. Now in terms of third-language training, and we

(CAFIK continued on page 11)
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BRIEFS ON THE USSR & EASTERN EUROPE
HELSINKI GROUP

MEMBER
ARRESTED

According to a report received
from Oksana Meshko, a member of

the Kiev Helsinki Monitoring Group
(Ukraine), Levko Lukianenko, a
fellow member of the Kiev Helsinki

Monitoring Group, was arrested in

the city of Chernihiv, Ukrainian

S.S.R., on Monday, December 12,

1977.

A lawyer by profession,

Lukianenko was originally sentenc-
ed to death in 1961 forsetting up an
organization called "The Ukrainian

Workers' and Peasants' Union." The
death sentence was later changed
to a sentence of 15 years imprison-

ment. He was released from im-
prisonment early in 1976, and had
been continually harrassed since

that time. This raises to 3 the
number of members of the Kiev

Helsinki Monitoring Group who
have been arrested and detained in

recent months; 2 additional
members of the Group, M. Rudenko
and O. Tykhyi, have been sentenc-
ed to 7 years imprisonment plus 5

years exile and 10 years imprison-

ment plus 5 years exile respectively.

SOVIET
CONSTITUTIONAL
AMENDMENT
PROPOSED

A group of political prisoners in

Sosnovka, Mordovia, have written

an open letter to the General
Secretary of the Communist Party

of the Soviet Union, L. Brezhnev,

condemning the cant and hypocrisy
surrounding the preparations to

and declaration of the new Soviet

constitution. They propose that the

following article be added to the

Constitution:

"Every employee of the massive
apparatus of repression to be allow-

ed, unhindered, to seize every

Soviet citizen who expresses (even

to his wife) his thoughts, writes,

reads out loud a poem, orexpresses
his convictions contradicting a

leading editorial in the newspaper
Pravda. For all such "activities" to

be imprisoned and sentenced to 10

years in concentration camps and 5

years exile in Siberia. Each person

so sentenced to be deprived of all

his civil rights, to be tortured by all

those who contributed toward his

conviction, and by those who are to

carry out the sentence. The con-

victed to be tortured with hunger,

his health undermined by com-
pulsory hard labour, and destroyed
spiritually and physically. This is to

apply not only to the convicted, but

also to members of his family and to

those who show any human
feelings towards him."

Signed: Nikolai Evgrafov, Eduard
Kuznetsov, Oleksa Murzhenko,
Mykhailo Osadchy, Bohdan
Rebryk. Petro Saranchuk, Yuri

Fedorov, Oanylo Shumuk.

ROMANIA'S 'LIBERAL'
POLICIES

Paul Goma, a writer and
leading figure in the democratic
movement in Romania recently

gave an interview in Paris. Goma is

the author of an open letter to the

signers of Charter 77 in

Czechoslovakia, and co-author of

an appeal addressed to the

Belgrade conference to review the

Helsinki accords.

Goma described the character

of the co-called "liberal" Ceausescu
government. After coming to power
in 1965, Ceausescu used nationalist

policies plus some political conces-
sion to develop a "kind of legend"
about himself. Since 1968, accor-

ding to Goma, the conditions under
the regime have steadily gotten

worse. "We realized that Ceausescu
could not and would not really

liberalize," said Goma.
Goma described the situation

of the working class: "What's really

bad in Romania is to see how the

government has open contempt for

the working class, perhaps even
more than in Poland or
Czechoslovakia. The most cynical

measure was taken last year, when
Ceausescu named the same person

minister of labour and president of

the unions. "It's unbelievable ... The
workers don't have even a token
means of defence. They are entirely

at the mercy of the state plan and
the way it is carried out. Sometimes
workers do not get paid for four or

five months, even it the set-back in

the plan is not their fault but results

from an earlier stage of produc-
tion."

Goma explained that in

Romania, workers are a large part of

the democratic movement. During

the August 1977 miners' strike,

Goma said, Ceausescu went to talk

to the miners. "When Ceausescu
arrived ... the workers asked him
how much he made — the official

wage scale in Romania is from one
to five. 'Even if you make five times

as much as we do, we want to know
how Mrs. Elena Ceausescu can

have so many furs, which she wore
walking through the ruins of the
earthquake.' After the earthquake,
you see, the Ceausescus were
shown on television several times a
day in one or another part of the
city, giving orders forthe rebuilding
work, and each time the TV showed
that Elena Ceausescu was wearing
a different fur."

Paul Goma is abroad on a one
year travel permit.

RELIGIOUS
REPRESSION
IN HUNGARY

Twelve members of the
Hungarian Methodist Church, in

Hungary, have recently protested
the repressive measures stepped-
up against the church. The twelve

sent a declaration to the First

Secretary of the Hungarian
Socialist Workers' Party, Janos
Kadar.

EAST GERMAN
STRIKES

Strikes and protests broke out
in East Berlin, last October, after a
price increase on coffee was an-
nounced. At least f itty persons were
arrested in connection with these
strikes.

REPRESSION
CONFIRMED

Smoloskyp Information Ser-

vice has received information that a

recent Soviet Politburo session

dealt with dissent and tactics to be
used in combatting it. Although
there .was some disagreement
among Politburo members on this

topic, the position taken by KGB
chief Andropov was adopted. This

called for the expulsion of the more
troublesome Russian dissenters

(which would explain the large

numbers of Russian oppositionists

who have recently left or who are

now being pressured to leave the

U.SS.R.), whereas Ukrainian and
othei non-Russian dissenters

would be "crushed" or discredited.

GRIGORENKO IN

USA

General P. Grigorenko, a

prominent Soviet Ukrainian Human

Rights activist, arrived in New York
on November 30, 1977, to undergo
surgery for a prostate condition. He
was accompanied by his wife
Zynaida and his 37 year-old son.
Grigorenko is an active member of

the Moscow Helsinki Monitoring
Group, and a representative of the
Kiev Helsinki Monitoring Group. He
was allowed to leave the USSR for

"humanitarian reasons" on a six-

month visa. To date, Grigorenko
has refused to make any political

commentary on the democratic
movement in the USSR, so as to
avoid endangering dissidents in the
USSR.

PRISONER
SOLIDARITY

Several political prisoners,

among them the Ukrainians V.

Chornovil and Vasyl' Stus, the

Estonian S. Soklatov, Jewish ac-

tivist M. Kheifets and Russian
dissident P. Sartakov have signed a

document calling for the "de-

imperialization" of the Soviet Un-
ion. The document states that "the

democratic movement in the USSR
cannot hope for success if it ignores

the national question (and) no
patriotic movement can do without

a consistent program of democratic
transformation." In order to show
their solidarity with fellow American
prisoners, the above have applied

for membership in the National

United Party of Armenia.

SHCHARANSKY
DEFENDED

A letter signed by thirty

Leningrad Jews demanding an end

to the illegal interrogations con-

nected with the upcoming trial of

Anatoly Shcharansky, was recently

sent to the presidium of the

Supreme Soviet. The signatories

demanded that Shcharansky be

immediately released and allowed

to emigrate.

U.S. LAWYER
DEFENDS

SERHIYENKO

(CDSPP-NEW YORK) Burton
H. Hall, U.S. Attorney and
Counselor at Law is presently active

in defending Oleksander
Serhiyenko, a Soviet Ukrainian

political prisoner. In defending
Serhiyenko, Mr. Hall was recently

expelled from the Soviet Union.

Subsequently to his trip to the

Soviet Union, where he met with his

client's mother. Mrs. Oksana
Meshko — member of the Ukrainian

Public Group to Promote the Im-

plementation of the Helsinki ac-

cords, Mr. Hall testified on behalf of

Serhiyenko at the Sakharov
Hearings in Rome, which were held

in late November of last year. In

further attemping to defend
Serhiyenko. Mr. Hall petitioned

numerous Soviet authorities.

Oleksander Fedorovych
Serhiyenkowas born 25 June 1932 in

Ukraine. He was active In the

Ukrainian dissident movement
since the 1960's. He was first

repressed for his involvement in an
evening commemorating the Ukrai-

nian poet Ivan Franko in 1966. At

that time Serhiyenko was arrested

and imprisoned for 2 weeks as well

as expelled from the Kiev Medical

Institute. His dissident activities

continued into 1972 when he was
arrested during the mass round-up

of Ukrainian dissidents He was
charged under article 62 of the

Ukrainian SSR Criminal Code
("anti-Soviet propaganda and
agitation") He was accused of

having read the first 33 pages of I.

Ozyuba's book Inlernationism or

Russification? and tor writing his

comments on the margin of these

pages. Likewise, he was charged

with making statements against the

Soviet Invasion of Czechoslovakia

and with reading the Ukrainian

Herald, a samizdat journal which
circulated in Ukraine from 1970-

1972.

The trial took place in the Kiev

oblast court in June 1972. He was
sentenced to 7 years imprisonment

and 3 years exile. Initially he was
imprisoned in a labor camp, but

then was later transferred for

punitive reasons to Vladimir prison

ror 3 years. Serhiyenko is to

be suffering from tuberculosis.

Presently he is in a labor camp in

Perm (camp no. 35).

SUSKWESTERNCONFERENCE
EDMONTON, FEBRUARY 17-19, 1978

"CULTURE IN CONTEXT:
UKRAINIAN CANADIANS TODAY"

PREREGISTRATION: To Feb. 6; $20.00; includes Zabava and

"Cheremosh" concert

ACCOMODATIONS: Provisions will be made
FOR MORE INFORMATION: Write to: SUSK

11246-91 St.

Edmonton, Alta

(403)479-0935

— PLAN NOW TO ATTEND —
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SUSK SUMMER PROJECTS 1977

AND NOW FOR SOMETHING (

THE COMPANY OF YC

EDMONTON:
BILINGUAL ACTION

OTTAWA: FUN

The partial immersion English-

Ukrainian School Program in

Alberta is a unique phenomenon -

it is not common for governments

to finance education in languages

other than the official ones. This

style of education reflects

Canadian society's growing

recog n t on t h at its wn com -

position has changed trom

predominantly French-British to

now include a third element

(numerous groups of peoples,

most of whom have immigrated to

Canada since Confederation). The

policy of multiculturalism is the

possible summer grant projects,

res ulting in a grant s ubmission to

the Student Community Services

Grant Program under the

. Secretary of State. It was ap-

proved, in modified form, and work

commenced on May2nd.
Two particular activities were

stressed -- visiting parents in the

ho me and preparing a study of the

reasons they do or do not enroll

their children into such a program.

The method ultimately settled on

was uncomplicated -- sending

parents an information kit and

following up on these with a

Yuriy Stebelsky

ject of debate.

As the project drew to a close, we

were unable to finish all of the

prospective house visitations and

time did not allow for a systematic

study of the data gathered in the

course of the study. However, a

brief analysis yielded the

following observations:fluency of

the child as well as the parents in

Ukrainian was found to be

positively correlated with

enrollment in the program; socio-

economic status of the parents

whose children were enrolled was
slightly higher than those who

Ontario Experiences is the

name of a job-creating program
run by the Ontario Youth
Secretariat, for students in On-

tario. Each provincial ministry

allots a certain amount of money
for grants within the program;

organizations and agencies

themselves apply with a program

proposal to the relevant ministry,

while at the same time, thousands of

students throughout the province

apply for employment to as many
ministries as they wish. If an
organization's proposal is ac-

cepted, they are given a grant for

salaries for 1-3 students for 6-14

weeks (according to the

A grade 2 English-Ukrainian bilingual class in action.

long-overdue official recognition

ot this tact, but as yet is largely

undefined. Thus, Canada is still in

the state oi discovering her iden-

tity - this search having started in

earnest with the Centenniary

Education in a non-official

language represents the most
practical and progressive im-

plementation of multiculturalism

into the fabric of daily Canadian
life. Language is the key attribute

of any culture; while learning in

their mother tongue, a child

develops his own particular iden-

tity. And by d oing this in an
everyday setting, a child realizes

both the Ukrainian and Canadian
aspects of his heritage. This is a

precedent-setting program and, as
such, its importance should be

self-evident. It is with this in mind
lhat we undertook our Student
Community Services Grant
Project.

In the spring of 1977, the Alber-

ta Minister of Education an-

nounced thai the Ukrainian

Bilingual Program had passed the

"pilot project" stage most
satisfactorily, and that it was to be
institutionalized and expanded to

the Grade level.

With the expansion of the

Program, concern was expressed
by students and the community at

large that a solid base of support

be retained and further developed.

Our ILI NG UA L S CH 00 L

PROMOTION AND STUDY project

came about as an offshoot of the

Ukrainian Students' Club's com-
mitment to bilingual educatbn.

A joint meeting of Edmonton's
Ukrainian youth groups was held

in January, 1977 to consider

visitalion. The kit consisted of a

form letter explaining that a

project worker would be visiting

soon, a brochure outlining the

project, the synopsis of a School
Board study about the

Bilingual Program, and a question-

naire prepared for the study.

Children entering Grade 1

became the main focus of at-

tention for two reasons. First, the

bilingual program >s based on a

direct enrollment principal, where
a child enters at the most elemen-

tary level (Kindergarten or grade 1)

and progresses each year in an un-

broken chain. These two years of

of direct enrollment are, thus, the

most important. Secondly, a ready

source of names was available

from the Kindergarten class lists

of the previous year. Ukrainian-

sounding names had been marked
and contacted so as to give the

study some consistency and
becausethey were'lhe people who
most likely would have a direct in-

terest in such a program.
Through the course of the sum-

mer, approximately 300 homes
were visited. The stress in these
visitations centered on the dual

benefits of a bilingual education.
The first — pedagogical — concen-
trating on theories surrounding this

practice, most notably those of Dr.

Wilder Pentield. The second —
cultural — showed language as the

key to the repository of a child's

culture. In practice, the first point

may have quelled some fears that

these classes might be inferior to

olhers, or that his education

would suffer, but it was generally

met without reaction. The second,

more often than not, was the sub-

hours of a Saturday morning over

a bottle of vermouth) has been ac-

cepted. I've "hired" my buddy
Nadia, who never even applied. As
a sponsoring organization i've

chosen S.U.S.K., though I'm not

even a paid member. Nadia and I

leave for Europe like guilty

fugitives; for six weeks we avoid

mention of this weird job we have

jottne ourselves into (Except on-

ce, in the catacombs of Rome;
somehow catacombs and doom
go togehter)....What follows is a

report of what happened during

the ten weeks after we returned.

We're sitting in a bus, twenty-

five kids of various ethnic origin,

begins to die:

sing "If You'

Know it Shak
Neighbour". (

olack hand
brown on<

background, r

almost lost

grin. ..Nadia at

seats, laughi

award winnin

the bus si

photographer

dow mutterir

whatla picturt

We nam
"Operation 1

what do you

didn't (family income, on the other

hand was of no significance);

as the parents' socio-economic

level increased, there was a

corresponding increase in the ac-

tivity of their children within the

Ukrainian community, as well as

slightly higher expectations as to

how well their child would perform

in school; and, finally, it appears

that the most effective form of

publicizing the program is through

family and friends as well as

through the neighborhood school,

while the least effective was found

to be radio and television. As to a
comprehensive analysis of the

study's results we have ap-

proached several individuals and,

generally speaking, have received

a positive reaction to this

proposal.

It could be said that this project

. was quite definitely a success.

This statement should not be sub-

stantiated quantitatively because
in our circumstance, this can be
misleading. For example, we know
that through our efforts twenty
children were enrolled in the

p rogram.
This figure shows that twenty

sets of parents had rethought the
direction of their children's
education, and claimed their
heritage. But it does not give any
idea of the numbers who
ultimately enrolled their child,

those who have become
favourably disposed to such a
program and in other cir-

cumstances may have enrolled

their children, and those who have
gone through a period of soul-

searching. Our project was a ven-
ture in community activism.

A PRIMER F

SUMMER FUf>
Well-paying and appropriate summer employment b

perhaps you, Ukrainian students, should consider the meri

project. Why not do something spiritually rewarding this si

an opportunity to stay active in the community, but also de\

work skills. Being directly responsible for a project of yoi

invaluable learning experience. You should start thinking

now, because submission deadlines will be coming up sc

the way, we have included the following guide.

1) Compile a list of possible projects. Consider what sort

in the community and ways in which it could be. As the Sti

summer's work indicate, each community has differer

interests The most appropriate projects can be recognize

2) Select one or more projects for submission. Try m cc

those who might work on a given project, its priority, an

3) Seek funding. To date various federal and provincial a

main tunders ot (non-acaoemic) siuaent summer projec

most common of these are Manpower's YOUNG CAN
Secretary of State's STUDENT COMMUNITY SERV
guidelines for these are published by each department anc

a wide range of possible activity. If your project doe
guidelines, do some hunting — an appropriate institute

does exist and can be approached.

4) Prepare a project outline. BE SPECIFIC! Know what you

to go about it. Include details about the idea of the projer.

plan of action, cost breakdown, and the expected resi

submission has a much better chance of being approved

with the details of your project idea even before you set

application form.

5) Gather support for your submission. Approach you

(sympathetic) community figures, and interested <

dorsements. An indication of interest from within a given

your chances of having your application go through. {

require a sponsoring body.)

6( Submit your application to the local project officer —
Explain what it entails, a good way to remove any ambig
idea. In fact, it is a good idea to set upan appointment witr

you even fill out your grant application. He or she may ha\

you, you can confirm if your project is in line with tt

guidelines, and perhaps get sn idea of its chances for appr

approach a governmental body for information; this is a c

the bureaucracy is supposed to serve the people.

7) Wait for a reply. If there is a delay beyond the notif icatic

project officer. GOOD LUCK for an active summer.

requirements of the program), and
they are given access to the
students' job applications. From
then on they are relatively on their

own to hire, fire, and proceed.
Anyway., that's how it works in

theory. Last April I got a phone call

Irom someone in the Ministry of

Culture and Recreat ion,

Multicultural Branch. I've never
met the guy before but h* tells me
he has money allotted for summer
projects, yet no one has applied
for it! He knows my mother, he
heard somehwere Ukrainians are

reliable. He asks me if I'd like to

organize a project. I am in first

year university. I'm about as
reliable as a wino at a grape-

slomping festival; I'm leaving for

Europe in two weeks. I tell him
none of this. I say yes. His name
was lucio.

Two weeks later, my grant

proposal (written during the wee

four volunteers in varying stages

of adolescence, and me and my
fellow staff-members, Nadia and

Uyen (we hired him upon our

relum from Europe). The kids are

singing, "If You're Happy and You

Know it, Punch Your Neighbour".

The bus driver's neck is turning

red. The passengers are getting

homicidal. I am exhasted and

catatonic, as are both Nadia and
Uyen., and the kids' singing has

degenerated into a musical gang-

war. Frankie, now in tears, has on-

ce again been coerced into giving

his cookies away. Someone is sit-

ting on Munaf. Munaf is sitting on
Frankies's peanutbutter san-

dwich. I hear shrill, unearthly

shouting, and realize it's me.

Suddenly, a photographer ap-

pears on the scene. ..Frankie
swallows his sobs, sits up and
grins. The fighting magically
ceases, and the photographer

Saturday mor
mer recre

bringing tog
immigrants,

through a sh;

resources, ai

migrants we
primarily fro

and Uganda,

to Canada as

within their <

saw the gree

involve our L

because I fell

cle" a we
which could

out to other,

• but didn'
' jycamp foi

ith help fr

13 +; ethnic c

parents, cai

teenagers, £

ine Ukrainiar

We decide
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ING COMPLETELY DIFFERENT —
F YOUNG UKRAINIANS

FUN IN THE SUN
morning over

has been ac-
' my buddy
n applied. As
nization i've

>ugh I'm not

, Madia and I

like guilty

aks we avoid

job we have
(Except on-

bs of Rome;
s and doom
follows is a

jened during

e returned.

bus, twenty-

ethnic origin,

begins to click madly, as the kids

sing "If You're Happy and You
Know it Shake Hands With Your
Neighbour". (There's Frankie, his

olack hand grasping Alkarim's

brown one"'Dat in the
background, narrow Oriental eyes

almost lost in a huge happy
grin...Nadia and I falling out of our

seats, laughing, and. ..SNAP! An
award winning picture). We leave

the bus still singing, with

photographer leaning out of win-

dow muttering "Whatta picture,

whatla picture..."

We named our project

"Operation Togetherness" (well,

what do you expect at 2 3 .m. on a

the daycamp, on the premise that

children are much more open • to

new ideas and people, yet at the

same time most vulnerable to

prejudice and bigotry - than their

elders. And, we thought it would
be a lot of fun. Well, it was, at

times, but it was also exhausting

and draining. It ran four days a
week for the month of July and
two days per week during
August. We had the usual quota of

outings to museums and parks, as
well as cultural activities within

the community centre lent to us
by the city. We gave them lessons
in Ukrainian dancing, Vietnamese
karate, taught them how to make

IIMER FOR
IER FUNDING
ippropriate summer employment being difficult to obtain,

students, shouW consider the merits of working on a grant

mething spiritually rewarding this summer? This is not only

ictive in the community, but also develop your independent

ctly responsible for a project of your own doing can be an

perience. You should start thinking about the possibilities

iion deadlines will be coming up soon. To help you along

jded the following guide.

;sibte projects. Consider what sort of work needs to be done
ways in which it could be. As the Student articles about last

ate, each community has different needs and different

propriate projects can be recognized only at the local level.

! projects for submission. Try m consider the interests of

; on a given project, its priority, and its feasibility,

ite various federal and provincial agencies have been the

academic) student summer project grant programs. The
se are Manpower's YOUNG CANADA WORKS and the

STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAM. The
e published by each department and they give the applicant

sible activity. If your project does not fall under these

lunting — an appropriate institutional source of funding

approached.
itline. BE SPECIFIC! Know what you want and how you plan

details about the idea of the project, the needs it fulfills, a

breakdown, and the expected result{s). A credible grant

:h better chance of being approved. You should be familiar

jr project idea even before you set about to fill out a grant

r your submission. Approach your local MP. prominent

unity figures, and interested organizations for en-

ition of interest from within a given constituency will better

ng your application go through. (N.B. Your project may
body.)

:ation to the local project officer — preferably personally

i, a good way to remove any ambiguities about the project

d idea to set up an appointment with a project officer before

jrant application. He or she may have some suggestions for

If your project is in line with the stated departmental

ds get an idea of its chances for approval. Do not be afraid to

ntal body for information; this is a democratic country and

pposed to serve the people.

jere is a delay beyond the notification date, check with your

) LUCK for an active summer.
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Saturday mornings?). It was a sum-

mer recreational program,

bringing together newly arrive

immigrants, and Ukrainians,

through a sharing of traditions,

resources, and activities. The it..

migrants we worked with were

primarily from South Viet Nam,

and Uganda. These people came

to Canada as refugees, and it was

within their communities that we

saw the greates need. 1 chose to

involve our Ukrainian community

because I felt it to be a "closed cir-

cle" - a well established group

which could now^afford to reach

out to other, less fortunate groups
- but didn't. We organized a

lycamp for children aged 5-12,

ith help from volunteers aged

13 +; ethnic cooking seminars for

parents, camping trips for the

teenagers, and a newsletter for

ine Ukrainian community.

We decided to work primarily on

'pysanky", had seminars on the

Communist takeover of Viet Nam,

and learnt about the Ismaili

religion, which our Ugandan con-

tingent belonged to. Each week

had a theme; for nature week we
make made cornhusk dolls; food

week was highlighted by a tour of

MacDonald's, and during In-

ternational Week we visited a

Ukrainian Church, ate eggrolls and

holubtsi, and tabasco sauce. And
once a week, we rented a van and

visited the Ukrainian Catholic

Church Camp in the Gatineau Hills

outside of Ottawa, where our kids

learnt Ukrainian songs, threw each

other out of rowboats, and taught

Ukrainians a few thing about Viet-

namese and Ismaili customs.

On Tuesday nights through July

and August, a crowd of women
would gather in the kitchen

beneath the Ukrainian Catholic

Church, and watch as someone

Marusia Bociurkiw
demonstrated a dish from their

native land. We had Lesia's tor-

tilla, Sofia's souffle... varenyky,

nalysnyky; even Lucio came, to

demonstrate lasagna,, bringing
with him Italian records, books
and anecdotes about his mother. I

believe it was his way of atoning

for that frantic phone call, months
before. The ambience of those
cooking nights was such that

coming regularly - to watch and
taste, trade recipes, and make
friends. It was the project's only

unqualified success.

Then there was the camping trip

with the volunteers, during which
we all regressed about five years,

played long an intricate games of

hide and seek, and gathered at

night around the campfire, with

Ukraininas from nearby cottages,

singing for hours and gazing at

stars. The Ukrainian newsletter I

remember with somewhat less

nostalgia: by the time we finally

got it out, half the activities an-

nounced within were already

history.

And that, more or less, was our

project. It all- sounds quite ex-

citing and laid back. Visually , it

was very nice: ladies in exotic-

looking saris filling varnyky; little

girls sitting beneath tree em-
broidering bookmarks. But as the

vignette with the photographer on
the bus demonstrates, putting

together some brown, black and
white kids, and mixing well, may
be picturesque but it's no guaran-

tee of harmony, let alone of un-

derstanding. There were many
problems. I found that the Viet-

namese have a very skeptical,

almost cynical, attitude towards

projects of this sort. It's un-

derstandable: picnics and potluck

dinners do nothing to help their

divided country, nor do they

reunite families Perhaps we chose

too needy a community; perhaps

they saw us as rich middle class

kids polishing our haloes. Thev
were grateful for our daycamp, bu.

it was just a place to leave their

kids, and that was all.

We found that Ukrainians don't

like to be lumped with immigrants;

perhaps we would have seen more

of our people had we labelled our

program as "ethnic". The newslet-

ter was appreciated, however;

there was general agreement that

Ihere is a communications gap

between churches and clubs.

Those Ukrainians that did attend

our cooking sessions, or our final

picnic, were, without exception,

glad they did. Those that ignored

our posters and newsletters,

seemed rather bewildered: "Why
attend an event that isn't

Ukrainian?". And so the circle

remains closed, but maybe we

loosened it a bit, and maybe next

time it will be easier.

Our greatest regret is that we

tried to do so much for so Nltle

salary. A better idea would have

been to open the 'program to all

ethnic groups and then to con-

centrate on one thing — daycamp,
OR teen program, or something

else. We did gain from

the experience: Nadia discovered

in herself an amazing affinity with

kids; my organizational abilities

have improved. And Uyen, in his

zeal to avoid children for the rest

ot his life, has become a fantastic

waiter.

For those who are interested in

es ta Wishing a summer proj ect, I'd

advise you to start planning now;

especially hit the multicultural

programs, and find out about the

Secretary ol State grant program.

As you can see, the money's there

for t he asking, and it's not very dif-

ficult to get a grant. But stay off

the vermouth un-ii AFTER you've

mailed your proposal.

WINNIPEG:

DAYCAMP
To those students who are con-

tinuously looking for ways to ex-

tract government funds, the
Young Canada Works Program
(Canada Manpower) provides a

convenient vehicle for such ac-

tivity. This federally sponsored

summer work program provides

the opportunity for students to

benefit financially and
educationally from a project con-

ceived, for the most part, by their

own ideas. The benefits incurred

from such a program are two-fold

in that they may also provide a

service for the community.
The official name of the project

,

initiated in Winnipeg by Ukrainian

students, was THE UKRAINIAN
CANADIAN C H ILDR ENS' I M-

MERSION DAY CAMP. The $5,000

grant utilized for the

wages of four workers and one
manager-worker (who were to be
drawn from the Ukrainian Studen-

ts' Club at the University of

Manitoba) for a 7 week period; the

remaining funds were to be used

for project materials and general

administrative costs.
Any proposed projects must

meet specifications outlined by

the government agency involved.

This" obstacle can be easily over-

come by a number of individuals

taking a little time and collective

effort in carefully wording the

project proposal. It should strive

to be original in content and

ultimately, of some value to the

community. The information

describing the scope ol the

proposed venture is important

ot-ause it will determine not only

iht acceptance or refusal ot the

proposal , but also the amount of

mcney which the sponsor of the

oroiectwiil receive.

Mykhaylo lliniak

were at a loss, because their

children were not being watched
by hired babysitters, but by
students who were willing to
teach in a fun-filled atmosphere.
Activities included were:
Ukrainian children's songs,
stories, games, dances; nature
hikes; athletic activities - swim-
ming, sports; tours of museums
and other places of interest --all in

theUkrainian language..
The project provided an op-

portunity for unemployed studen-
ts interested in such an endeavor
to participate in a program that
was representative of potential

career responsibilities. Such a
project required much research on
the pan of the students in order to

put across what they would like

the children to learn; therefore,

they themselves were able to
broaden their own spectrum ol

knowledge and lurther develop
their own identity as Ukrainian
Canadians.

The individuals working on the
project occasionaly met on week-
ends or evenings and discussed a

tentative schedule of activities to

be employed. This aspect proved
to be essential. It was necessary
that the children be kept con-
stantly occupied by an activity

where their physical and creative

energies could be spent in a
prod uctive and beneficial way.
Working with children whose

ages ranged from 5 to 1 1 years

proved to be highly rewarding. The
diversity of personalities with

which the workers were con-
tron ted, was at t imes, q lite

challenging. One inquisitive

young man was curious to know '

how sex worked'. Being totally un-

prepared buf searching for an ac-

The Ukrainian - Canadian
Childrens' Day Camp was original

in that it did not duplicate in whole

any existing service. The basic

philosophy behind the project

was to provide assistance for

children in the healthy develop-

ment of a Ukrainian Canadian

identity and self-image which is

reflected in the diverse

multicultural society in which we

live. In this case, language was
stressed, as it is also a factor of

cuHure (identity). Since the day

camp for the most part operated

outdoors, the children were able

to extend their vocabulary In ad-

dition to the everyday utensil

language used at home. Parents

ceptable explanation I lold him

simply that "a man and woman go

out to dinner and later go home

and dance lying down'. He thought

that it was dumb and later in-

formed me that he didn't tike dan-

cing.

A childrens' day camp is one ac-

tivity that the Winnipeg Ukrainian

Students' Club incorporated into

its summer program. A thealre

group, or a filming crew documen-

ting a specific theme, are only two

of the many other possible

avenues of project ideas one can

explore. So if you and your USC
club are looking for something to

do next summer...
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PROFILE: ANDY SUKNASKI
"My writing is a search for sell, something to do with identity, what I have

grown out of. Iran away from home at 16 and ever since then I've been trying to

come to terms with myself and with the prairie experience.

"A few years back I read an article about the Vietnamese and their image of

self. The Vietnamese people believe that when they leave a village they leave

something of their self behind. The self includes you and your extensions
which are your community, both the living and the dead .... They believe that

when they leave their village and go to live in Hanoi or Saigon then they
become a faceless person and there is always that longing to go back to be
yourself again, to be what you truly are.

"That's what the Vietnamese believe but that's probably essentially what
most people believe when they leave rurel area; they believe that they have
left something behind. In my case that's the belief that works .... Now when I go
back it's to re-discover myself, but in a multi-cultural context, because the
place I come from is all sorts of people — Indian, Metis, Rumanian, Serbian,
Ukrainian, tngnsn. Irish arid Dutch, return to find something within which to

define myself and ... to try to establish roots in an ancestral way to the Indian
and the immigrant

KOSMACH, HOME TO VALENTYN MOROZ IN MOSCOW'S VLADIMIR PRISON NO. 2

/ will return to these mountains more than once
to renew my strength, to learn Resistance,
to understand myself, and to search for an answer
to the question, "Who am I?"

Valentyn Moroz speaking of Kosmach, village and heartland
of the Hutsuls of the Carpathian Mountains in Ukrainian SSR.
(trans. John Kolasky)

I. kosmach

kosmach ... in my boyhood Slavic memory
reach out to you like a small child reaching

for the brightest and most beautiful easier egg
that bears the colours
of some babah's lost dream

WEST TO TOLSTOI, MANITOBA (CIRCA 1900)

the story of the young Ukrainian immigrant
imprisoned in his language and ghetto
his name no longer remembered
but an aging woman in assiniboia tells the rest

him spending those lonely winters in montreal
with nothing to comfort him
except a friend's letters from tolstot a Ukrainian hamlet
and rural community in southeastern manitoba
whitewashed straw and mud shacks with thatched rooves
the way it was done in the homeland

others who related the story are not certain
how many times he left montreal on foot each spring
with never more than a couple dollars change in his pocket
and how he always followed the railway tracks west
often stopping at some station to check a map
to see where he was
occasionally befriended by some station agent
who offered food and a bed
to be finally interrogated further on by railway officials

who always failed to understand him
and each time sent him back on an eastbound train

free

no one knows how far he got each time
until one year he met some Ukrainian immigrants
at a station in central Ontario
where he embraced one of them and told his story
pleading

"please take me with you
never want to speak to another englishman

for the rest of my life ..."

UKRAINIAN CHRISTMAS EVE/JANUARY 6TH 1976

kosmach
you a wild red rooster's cry beyond
tintinabulations of goat bells

in high mountain clearings
where old hutsul ways never die
some bright mountain day
an old geedo leads a wedding procession
a geedo riding his best stallion

and carrying a bright green branch down a mountain trail

and young groom dressed in pure white
following behind
the old hutsul hatchet in hand
sun illuminating engraved icons
the ancient gods
and the new

kosmach
reach out to you

the way light touches the dark forest heart
peopled by ail the figures of dovbush stories
my mother told me in my youth
here in wood mountain
where am always returning
to another self

when nothing was divided
Into good and evil

before discovered the cult of the axe
and cleft foot

2. hunger strike

the other janitors are throwing away Christmas trees
that brightened government waiting rooms
for the last three weeks

tonight is Ukrainian Christmas eve
according to the julian calendar
decide to leave mine for one more day
my tree with its thirteen gingerbread men gazing out
over an acre of welfare offices
and I am haunted by thoughts of the Ukrainian dozen
thirteen gingerbread men
like the thirteen eggs that made a dozen
for my father's mother
twelve being what one bought
and one given as a gift for good luck

near midnight and the work done in my area
pilfer one gingerman

justifying my action by an ancient Ukrainian custom
where back in wood mountain
our family always left something
out on the table overnight
after the dishes were cleared away
and table cloth straightened
over its fine layer of grass and straw

we always believed some relative would return
from the dead
to stand at the edge of the table

"

listening for voices of past christmasses

believing the spirit must never go hungry
we always left a small piece of white fish

the northern fisherman sold to the villagers

when he came to wood mountain each winter
and we always left a spoonful of kootya
in a small dish

as the signature of our scattered family in this field

of Slavic memories

old bill hanowski and waiting for the rest to be through
stand by our table in the book bureau
pulling the gingerbread man from my pocket ask him
'you remember the old custom bill

leaving something behind for some spirit

after Ukrainian Christmas eve supper?
stole this one from my tree still up in welfare tonight'

then break off the head with its raisin eyes
and hand it to him
he smiles and savours it like a sacrament
and finally says
yup
well like said before
those were the good times ... it's all different now

Ukrainian pride

and hoping lor the survival of a country
you moroz
today bid farewell to your wife
young son
and your father

thin faced
and sunken dark eyes
you said

'i am finishing myself off

while you kissed your son's thin hand
to say goodbye
the two guards jumped you
believing you passed something onto him
with your mouth

moroz
these men lear not what you might pass on
they fear most
what you stand tor

the simple truth

your act of love mirroring all

kosmachian things

that cannot die

this your son carried away today
soon it will be spring
in kosmach
soon it will be spring
in wood mountain

1975/1976

Presently working on a collection of
poems to be published shortly
under the title of the ghosts call you
poor, Andy Suknaski is this year's
writer-in-residence at the Universi-
ty of Manitoba. The subject of a
recent film portrait done for the
National Film Board by Harvey
Spak of Filmwest Associates, he
first won critical praise and atten-
tion for Wood Mountain Poems,
published by Macmillan. The
Suknaski homestead, where Andy
was raised, is in the southeast
corner of Saskatchewan, near the
town of Wood Mountain.
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UKRAINIAN CULTURAL AND EDUCATIONAL CENTER

OSEREDOK: HERITAGE CHERISHED
The Ukrainian Cultural and

Educational Centre ((Oseredok))

was founded in 1944 in Winnipeg

White it served as a cultural ad-

junct to the Ukrainian National

Federation ((UNF)) in Its early

years, Oseredok has developed an

increasingly independent identity.

At present the Ukrainian Cultural

and Educational Centre is an in-

dependent organization, and its

membership includes most
segments ol the Ukrainian

Canadian community.
In the eyes of it's executive

director, Dr. R.B. Klymasz,

Oseredok serves as a resource

centre tor the entire community.

This is an ambitious task, the suc-

cess of which is dependent on

many factors. Oseredok is

developing and attracting an ex-

perienced and optimistic staff. Its

facilities, when current

renovations are complete, will

allow for easy and rapid access to

its collections. However, the key

to Oseredok's success lies in the

collections, which it has to offer.

These collections are divided in-

to four major parts: museum, art

gallery, archives and library. The

Staff member working on a model for display

museum artifacts include pioneer
items, ethnographic materials and
historical artifacts from both
Ukrainian and Canadian-Ukrainian
history. One of the less-

known parts of the collection is a

large group of French silks, which
had been imported into Ukraine
during the late Cossack era by the

nobility used as wall-coverings.
The art gallery collection covers

the period from the late 19th cen-

tury to the present. Artists
represented include Archipenko,
Hnizdovsky, Muckln, ,
Grischenko and others. The major
portion consists of paintings and
prints, but the plastic arts and
photography are also represented.

The archives, including an
historical photograph collection,

are one of the largest groupings of

manuscript material in North
America dealing with Ukrainian af-

fairs. Included are the papers of E.

Konowalets, . Bobersky, the St.

Raphael's Immigrant Welfare
Ass'n. and other groups and in-

dividuals. The archives also hold
an extensive collection of

posters and broadsides from the
1920's to the presen I and
materials from the Displaced Per-

sons' Camps of the post-second
World War period. The archival

collection is still only partially

catalogued, the progress of this

work being dependent on grants

covering the salaries of archival

personnel.

Oseredok's library holds a
collection of over twenty
thousand volumes dealing with all

aspects of Ukrainian life. There is

also a collection of rare books,
some of them dating back to the

In order to insure the im-
plementation of the Helsinki Ac-
cords by the Soviet Government,
and to further the democratization
of Soviet society, various people
came together after Helsinki and
formed citizens' groups throughout
the Soviet Union. In Moscow, under
the leadership of Yurii Orlov, a
Public Group to Promote the
Observance of the Helsinki
Agreements in the USSR was form-
ed and stated its primary aim as
promoting the observance of the
humanitarian provisions of the
Helsinki Final Act by means of

informing all signing Headsof State
and the public about cases violating

the provisions of the Final Act. In a
short period of time the Moscow
group of eleven people produced
over 20 formal reports documenting
the violations of these provisions by
the Soviet authorities.

Encouraged by the work of the

Moscow group, similar groups were
formed by concerned citizens in

Ukraine, Lithuania, Georgia and
Armenia to monitor and publicize

violations of the principles of the

Final Act in their own republics. The
members of the Ukrainian group
declared in addition their intention

to demand that the Ukr.SSR. a

founding member of the United

Nations and formally a sovereign

state, be represented by its own
delegation at all international con-
ferences dealing with the im-

plementation of the Helsinki Ac-
cords. Although the Ukrainian
Public Gorup has been able to pass
relatively few documents to the
West, what has been received offers

a revealing account of the con-
tinuing violation of basic human
rights and fundamental freedoms
by the Soviet bureaucracy.

The Helsinki Monitoring Group
members can be said to constitute a
democratic opposition which ad-
vocates the cessation ot violations
against political democracy,
socialist equality, national rights

and human rights. The people
involved in producing documents

BELGRADE
(Continuedfrom page I

)

for the Monitoring Groups have
raised issues such as the violation

ot fundamental freedoms, the

persecution of religious believers,

government abuses in the
economic and social sphere, and
the quality of Soviet life. It is also

important to note that the various

members of these Helsinki groups
were previously involved in other

actions and organizations such as

the Human Rights movement and
Amnesty International.

The importance of the Helsinki

Groups' documents lies not so
much in that they bring to light

violations of political rights by the

Soviet Union (since other samizdat
literature has continuously kept

people informed) as in that there are

signs that the oppositional move-
ment (which has hitherto remained
the almost exclusive domain of

isolated intellectuals) is beginning
to encompass other groups of

society in the Soviet Union.
The problem with the intellec-

tual opposition of the 1960s revolv-

ed around the nature of its social

base — the intelligentsia. The
oppositional movement of the '60s

based its actions only on the

intelligentsia and held an "elitist"

attitude which eliminated any
possibility of its expansion to other
layers of society. This resulted in a
movement which in fact was in-

capable of forming an alliance with
the Soviet working class. There is

no lack of evidence which reveals
the antagonism to and at times the
contempt for the working class
which existed in the oppositional
movement.

After 1972 intellectual and even
nationalist dissent assumed
different forms. We see within the
intellectual opposition at this time a

search for new political perspec-

tives. With workers' interests being

taken up by intellectuals, the basis

for a potential mass movement was
created. As an example, there is

document of the Moscow Group
which details the cases of workers
who have expressed a desire to

emigrate from the Soviet Union for

social-economic reasons. The
members of this group received

numerous reports of worker and
peasant discontent. Document #13

contains reports of workers' com-
plaints concerning their indifferent

trade unions and violations of their

basic human rights and fundamen-
tal treedoms.

Since the formation of the

Helsinki monitoring groups and the

distribution of their documents,
leading members of all these
groups have been arrested or are

under the threat of arrest. In

Moscow, Yurii Orlov and Alexander
Ginzburg were arrested early in

February 1977 for their participa-

tion in these groups. On March 15

Anatoly Shcharansky, a mathemati-
cian and a member of this group
was arrested after the Soviet

Government newspaper Izvestla

accused him and two other Jewish
activists of being agents for the

C.I.A. Other members of the

Moscow group include Malva Lan-
da, Elena Bonner, Liudmila
Alekseeva, Petr Grigorenko,
Aleksandr Korchak, Yuri Mniukh,
Anatoli Marchenko, M. Bernshtam.
Vitali Rubin, Vladimir Slepak, and
Naum Meiman. Many of these
members have either emigrated —
willingly and unwillingly — or else
are subject to police harrassment.

Of the Ukrainian Group
members, Oleksii Tykhyi, Mykola
Rudenko, Lev Lukianenko, Oles
Berdnyk, Myroslav Marynovych
and Mykola Matusevych have been
arrested. Other members of the

group include Nina Strokata,
Oksana Meshko, Petr Grigorenko
(rep. from the Moscow group) and
Ivan Kandyba. Similar groups in

other republics and in Poland,
Romania and Czechoslovakia con-
tinue to publicize reports of
violations of provisions of the
Helsinki Final Act.

17th cent ury. The most in-

teresting part of the library for

researchers is its periodicals
collection, which is perhaps the

largest such collection of

Ukrainian periodicals in the
Western world.

Oseredok tries to reach the

Boris Gengalo

Other activities are more restric-

ted in scope, being confined to the

vicinity of Winnipeg. These In-

clude school programmes such as

the circulation of lilms and visits

from the extension officer, Easter

Egg workshops for schools and
the general public, courses on em-

A display from Oseredok at a local Credit Union

public by a variety of means. One
of these was the sponsorship of a
film, Slavko Nowytski's "Reflec-
tions of the Past", which tells the
story of Ukrainian pioneers in

Manitoba from the initial set-
tlement to the present. Traveling
ex hi bits with such themes as
"The Cossack Era", "Poltava",
"Bukovina", "Ukrainian Pioneers
in Canada" and others have gone
to cities and towns across
Canada, including Toronto, Sud-
bury, Thunder Bay, Thenors, Bran-
don, Saskatoon, Vegreville and
Dauphin.

broidery, and talks on various sub-
jects before community groups It

is expected that these activites
will be expanded in the future.

Oseredok is a unique institution
in Ukrainian-Canadian society. Its
history, its accomplishments, the
collections it holds and its non-
partisan nature combine to put it

in the forefront of organizations
designed to serve Ukrainians in
Canada, which it will hopefully do
for many years to come.

—LETTERS—
(Continuedfrom page 2)

THE NORTH CRIES FOR VANILLA
In my last letter to STUDENT

(November), I criticised the present

student leadership for not
suggesting any creative policies

with which Ukrainian students
could sympathise, and around
which the movement could act. I

believe the time has come for some
concrete criticism.

To begin with, all ethnic

minorities are facing the problem of

implementing concretely the

federal government's commitment
to 'multiculturalism'. The solution

proposed at the SUSK Eastern

conference was that at our next

national students Congress we
should discuss what needs to be
implemented.

What l would propose, in place
of this bland suggestion, is the
following;

1) Develop an adequate critique of

the government's ambiguous com-
mitment to multiculturalism in con-
trast to its concrete commitment to

national unity;

2) Attack that split to bring out the

concrete commitments our com-
munity has to its own survival.

A critique of the government is

useful because it brings out our own
commitment so that we as a com-
munity can act. And not for the

purpose of pleading for more
government funds and programs:
Let us realise once and for all that

the Canadian government is a body
of political men who are interested

in what is politically expedient.

They welcome all our talk of preser-

vation, for they too are committed to

preservation. The preservation of

t
things as they are. God forbid the

free development of a nation like the

Quebecois. or even less of a 'Ukrai-

nian Community'.
The second problem that needs

to be addressed is the 'new' solution

of dealing with the problem of

Ukraine. We sponsor a speaker.
This alternative has been tested in

the past and has proven to be
effective in generating meetings
and the collections of funds. It has
also proved that people's commit-
ment usually dies right after a

meeting. Some become like the
converted, the rest, well let's forget

about the rest.

The problem is not to sponsor
speakers, which I do support, but to

develop a systematic approach to

the problem of the Ukraine so that

every Ukrainian student can feel he
is participating in solving this

problem. The solution is obviously
that we build a mass movement that

has enough weight that it can
propose solutions with a social

force behind the solutions.
Speakers are great, but let's utilise

them and our capacities to build a

movement, and not for gratification

of the emptiness people fee! in

regards to their isolation on the

problem of the Ukraine.
Finally the problem of funds,

and credibility. To think that by
gaining an image of respectability

and a few dollars in the bank we are

going to put the movement on a

sound footing is to misread the

situation. Perhaps I am too harsh,
and if so I regret sounding this way.
But I am motivated by a deep
concern for us. Funds and credibili-

ty will come to the student move-
ment only if something is being
done. Our activity should be con-
crete, critical and activist. On the

other hand we can participate in

back alley speculations and pass
the bottle of vanilla round to kill the

senseless speculation

J. Strybunetz
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THE UKRAINIAN CANADIANS:

MYTHS, HISTORY
AND CULTURE

1. Calgary - January 10
2. Saskatoon - January 13-14

3. Winnipeg - January 16-17

4. Toronto - January 18-21

5. Edmonton - January 27 & February 5

Myrna Kostash, author ot 'All of

Baba's Children' and freelance
journalist, is travelling across
Canada speaking on the "Ukrainian
Canadians: History, Myths and
Culture," throughout January and
February of 1978. This theme is

relevant to Myrna because the

question of what is a Ukrainian-
Canadian or the Ukrainian Cana-
dian community is not settled for

her.

Her tour is organised nationally

by a group of Ukrainian activists

from Edmonton who have come
together in a loose discussion and

action circle called Hromada. One
of the foci of the group has been to

conduct discussions aimed at

stimulating action within the
Ukrainian-Canadian community.
Amongst the most serious dis-

cussions conducted to date within
the Hromada concerns the nature of

the Ukrainian-Canadian communi-
ty. Myrna stimulated this discussion

through her article entitled 'Baba
was a Bohunk,' which appeared in

Saturday Night, February 1977.

After discussing this theme
within the Hromada, and after the

appearance of her book, Myrna has
come to some conclusions concer-
ning, the nature of the community.

And since the opportunity existed

for her to travel across Canada to

publicize her book, the Hromada
asked Myrna to bring up hei

questions and thoughts within the

Ukrainian communities in

different cities she will be visiting.

Times and places will be posted

each community.

CANADIAN INSTITUTE OF UKRAINIAN STUDIES
SEMINAR SERIES

12:30

UNIVERSITY OF ALBERTA
P.M. - 311 Athabasca Hall

Thursday,

January 19, 1978

Thursday,
February 2, 1978

-Or. Peter Rolland "Ukrainica Mediaevalis in the

University of Alberta Library, or

You Mean We Have That in Our
Collection?'"

•'Ukrainian Canadian Art"

EXECUTIVE
EXPANDS

The SUSK National Executive has acquired two
secretaries. They are:

Olenka Lupul — Recording Secretary
Marusia Yanush — Corresponding Secretary
We welcome Olenka and Marusia to the SUSK team.

total service:

homes .
,

commercial
acreages
farms
leasing

HERITAGE TRUST
10164 100 STREET, EDMONTON

TELEPHONE 429-6456

chequing
savings

loans
retirement savings

investment certificates
trust services
mortgages

SHORT STORY
CONTEST

The Alpha Omega Women's
Alumnae (University graduates ol

Ukrainian ) are sponsoring a

Canada-wide short story com-
petition on the subject, "A human
interest story ol Ukrainian life in

Canada." They would like Ihese

stories to be irue experiences of

life in Canadaof Ukrainian people.

Rules are as follows:

1. Applicants should be 18 years

of age and over and a resident of

Canada
2. This story should be

memorable experiences or hap-

penings but pseudonyms may be
used.

3. The length should be nol less

than 3000 words and more than
4000 words.

4. The story may be written in

English or Ukrainian. All English
enlries must be typewritten,
doublespaced and typed on one
side of the page only. Those writ-

ten in Ukrainian will be accepted
handwritten if legible and also

doublespaced and written on one
side of the page only.

5. Three prizes will be awarded.
Is (Prize $200.00
2nd Prize -$100.00

3rd Prize $50.00
6. If you would like your story

returned, please enclose a stam-

ped, self-addressed envelope.

7. Entries must be submitted

before January 1st, 1978, and must

include name, address, postal

code, and telephone number.

They should be addressed to:

Alpha Omega Women's Alumnae,
StudyGroup,
care ot Mrs. Darcia Ratuski,

50HillhouseRd.,
Winnipeg, Manitoba.

R2V2V9
If the stories are judged to be

worthy of publication, we intend

to have t he win ni ng ent ries

published at a later date.

CHOLKRII

R.CUOLKAN & CO. LTD. - REAL ESTATE

527 Bloor St. West, Toronto. Ont. (532-4404)

2336 Bloor St. Wast, Toronto. Ont. (763-5555)

•984 Oundas St. W.; Etoblcohe.Ont. (236-2666)

3601 Lawrence Ave.E.,Scarborough,Ont.(431-41 11)

R.CUOLKAN & CO. LTD. - GENERAL INSURANCE

2336-A Bloor St.W.Joronto.Onl., (763-5666)

CAFIK
(continuedfrom page h)

have a program which is being more oroadly funded all the

time in respect to that, I think it is important. I think that largely

it's a regional question. I'm happy in the case of Alberta— and
some other provinces are moving more fully in that direction

with i. ur co-operation and I intend to meet on those levels to

broadcasting on radio and television. And that arises from tne

reality of the community that it is serving and I think that it is a

far better way to do it than to try and have some national

multilingual programming which may have a boomerang
effect and create the condition in our society where the vast

majority of people would think we were trying to create

cultural solitudes and. you know, they think we've got enough
problems with two languages without ending up with seven

and that may be counter productive to the very thing that we're

trying to achieve. So, third language training is good, it's

something that we support but it's something that I don't tnink

has to be done on a national basis through a national

broadcasting system. I think that it could boomerang and have

the absolute reverse effect from what is desired by the people

who want third-language training.

{To be continued)
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STUDENT
PRESS FUND

(contributions this month)

$10: Z. Zwarych
$7: M. Spolsky, A. Zwozdesky
$2: L. Pastuszenko, M. Yurkevich

AU contributions should be forwarded to:

UKRAINIAN CANADIAN
STUDENTS' UNION
11246-91 STREET
EDMONTON, ALBERTA
CANADA T5B 4A2

PLYUSHCH
(Continuedfrom page 3

)

VENDING
WINNIPEG WHOLESALE

GROCERY AND CONFECTIONERY LTD.

.* • . WOO ..
• * MUSIC • «WMt* » 3*««^
l^* oea» M*CH«i SAU!l! . RCC*|»»«e«VlCI=»6«

942-5469
128 JAMES AVE. — BEHIND CONCERT HALL

Jj

jj

Phone: (403) 422-5705

1 Ukrainian News Publishers Ltd.
A COMPLETE PRINTING SERVICE

M R. (Myron) TARNAWSKY

10957-97 Street

Edmonton, Alta.

"33 ! !.'

"

,^»,.. 1.UKRAINIAN(TORONTO) CREDIT UNION
LTD.: 297 College St.,

Toronto, Ont. M5T 1S2
Tel: 922-1402
922-2797: 2397 Bloor St. W.,
Toronto, Ont.
Tel.: 762-6961: 3635 Cawthra Rd.(..)
Tel.: 272-0468 -:

,
, , -
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AID FOR
UPCOMING
UKRAINIAN
ARTISTS

The WADYM DOBROLIGE
MEMORIAL FUND was
established in October, I973 to

honour the late Edmonton artist.

Mr. Dobrolige was well known not

only in Edmonton but his can-

vasses have been sold throughoui
Canada and the United States.

He was well known for his

murals and ikonostasis in chur-

ches such as in St. John's
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox
Cathedral in Edmonton and the
Ukrainian Greek Orthodox church
in Vegrevil le.

Among Mr. Dobroliges works
were portraits and paintings,
greeting card and book cover
illustrations and mosaics. He
worked in oils, silk screens,
pastels and water colours. Also,

opera and ballet companies used
Mr. Oobrolige's creative talents tor

some of the most effective stage
settings seen in Edmonton.

In keeping with the current

trend to multiculturalism
in Canada, artists employing par-

tially Ukrainian themes In their

works will be preferred as
recipients of the annual scholar-

ship of $500. To be eligible, one
should be a student of art at a
recognized art college or with a
recognized private teacher of art,

or a graduatestudent wishing
to persue a career in art.

Submissions should be made In

the form f essays r

slides/photographs showing their

works.
Inquiries regarding this scholar-

ship should be submitted to:

The Wadym Dobrolige Memorial
Fund
c/o Ms. Vera Bayrak
#205 14825-51 Ave.

Edmonton, Alberta

T6G 5G4
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CANADIAN INSTITUTE

OF
UKRAINIAN STUDIES

MASTER'S AND DOCTORAL FELLOWSHIPS

The Canadian- 1 nslitute of Ukrainian Studies invites applications for five Master's

thesi- fellowships ($3,500 esch), non-renewable, and three Doctoral thesis fellowships

(SS.' iH) each), renewable, to be awarded in 1978-79. The awards are intended to aid

students to complete theses on Ukrainian and I'krainian-Canadian topics in the dis-

ciplines of education, history, the humanities, law, library sciences, and the social

sciences. Fellowships will be awarded only in the thesis year of an academic program

and only for thesis work.

The fellowships may be held at any institution of higher learning in Canada or

elsewhere. Candidates must be Canadian citUena or landed immigrants at the time of

application. Only in exceptional circumstances may an award be held concurrently

with other awards.

Closing date for receipt of applications January 31, 1978. For application

forms, write to the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 335 Athabasca Hall, the

University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada T6G 2E8 or phone (403) 432-2972.

UNDERCRADUATE SCHOLARSHIPS

The Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies invites applications for ten under-

graduate scholarships ($1,500 eachh renewable, to be awarded in 1978-79. The

awards are intended for students interested in an undergraduate degree with a major

in Ukrainian studies, consisting of a combination of at least five full courses in a

three-year Arts program in Ukrainian, East European, Soviet and/or Canadian

studies (depending on whether Ukrainians or Ukrainians in Canada is the main con-

cern! and at least eight full courses in a four-year Arts or Education program.

The awards are intended to cover tuition fees and to subsidize the cost of room

and board beginning in the first year. Scholarships of $500 to students residing at

home wilf increase the number of scholarships available.

The scholarships are for an eight-month period of study at any Canadian univer-

sity. Candidates must be Canadian citizens or landed immigrants at the time of appli-

cation. Only in exceptional circumstances may an award be held concurrently with

other awards.

Closing dale for receipt of applications is January 31. 1978. For application

forms, write to the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies, 335 Athabasca Hall, the

University of Alberta, Edmonton. Alberta, Canada T6G 2ES or phone (403 ) 432-2972.

UKRAINIAN FILMS IN CANADA

Shirley Zaponan of Winnipeg is currently compiling a film graph of Ukrainian

Canadian films for the Canadian Institute of Ukrainian Studies at the University of

Alberta in Edmonton. The list will serve as a comprehensive guide to all Ukrainian

film production in Canada and will include, as well, films produced anywhere in the

world about or relating to Ukrainians and the Ukrainian experience in Canada.

Anyone having information about old, forgotten, or little-known films that should

be included in the above filmography is invited. to send pertinent details to: Shirley

Zaponan, 125 Academy Road, Winnipeg, Manitoba, Canada, R3M 0E2.
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